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Abstract: Currently, China is facing a boom of tourist town construction. However, there exists a serious crisis behind the 
rapid development that most of the towns are constructed homogeneously, ecosystem, original space texture and traditional 
culture are ignored and destroyed. The current developing strategies of tourist towns are unsustainable. Humanism is the 
natural origin and granted connotation of many objects. And humanism in the fi eld of city academia emphasizes the protecting 
and sustainable usage of historic context and traditional culture, and that during the developing, people’s needs and the 
harmony between human and nature should be considered as a priority. This study, taking the urban design practice of Lulang 
tourist town of Tibet as an example, discoursed the strategies of sustainable designing of tourist town basing on the humanism 
perspective and specifi cally from the aspects of building of overall ecological pattern, exploration and pursuit of historic 
context, shaping of public open space system and humane care, hoping to provide inspiration for analogous urban designs.
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